September 2018

Read-aloud favorites
■ There Is No Dragon in This Story
(Lou Carter)
Dragon really wants
to be a hero. He travels from fairy tale to fairy
tale offering to rescue the
characters, but everyone sends him
away. Then, a giant’s sneeze blows out
the sun, and Dragon finally gets his
chance. (Also available in Spanish.)

H. B. Rhame Elementary

Family reading routines
Reading with your
child each day helps
him grow as a reader.
And just a few minutes
here and there really add
up. Consider these suggestions for fitting more
reading into busy days.

Mealtime practice

■ Keena Ford and the Second-Grade
Mix-Up (Melissa Thomson)
Keena Ford’s new teacher makes a
special cake for each
student’s birthday.
When Keena’s birthday gets marked on
the wrong date, will
she tell the truth or
celebrate anyway to get the cake? The
first book in the Keena Ford series.

Serve up a side of
reading! During breakfast, keep the cereal box
on the table. You can
help your child read the
name of the cereal, the slogan, and any riddles or activities. While
you make dinner, invite him to read a
familiar storybook aloud, or let him
browse through a cookbook for words
he recognizes (milk, pizza).

■ The House That Jane Built
(Tanya Lee Stone)
In the 1800s, a woman named Jane
Addams was determined to make
life better for those in need. This
biography tells how she founded Hull
House, a community center in Chicago, and helped people find housing
and jobs. Addams then went on to
become the first woman to win the
Nobel Peace Prize.

School days

■ The Wing Wing Brothers Math
Spectacular! (Ethan Long)
Humor + math = learning fun in this
comic book–style story. Five duck
brothers put on a comedy show. As
they juggle pies and spin plates, readers can compare
amounts, learn math
facts, and more. Part
of the Wing Wing
Brothers series.
© 2018 Resources for Educators, a division of CCH Incorporated

Together, read the papers your youngster brings home from school, perhaps a
story he wrote in class or an announcement about a field trip. Also, post the
school calendar on the refrigerator. Read
it regularly with your child, and have him

highlight upcoming events like back-toschool night or picture day.

A reading surprise
Like a tooth fairy who leaves money, be
a reading fairy who leaves reading material
for your child. Tape comic strips to the
bathroom mirror for him to read while he
brushes his teeth. Place a poem on his pillow so he can enjoy it before bed. And
stash a few books or magazines near his
seat in the car.♥

Things I can write about
w Your youngster’s life is full of creative writing
material, whether she’s picking apples or riding
her bike. Encourage her to collect
story ideas with these steps.
1. Let your child decorate a box. She
might cover it with stickers or wrap it
with construction paper and draw pictures.
2. Together, brainstorm topics she could write about, like becoming a big sister or
visiting a new playground. She can write or draw each idea on a slip of colored
paper and store it in her box.
3. Have her pull out a slip for inspiration when she wants to write a story, or before
school if she knows she’ll get to write on a topic of her choice that day.♥
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Stand up
and write!

Walls. Hang poster board on
her bedroom wall, and let
your child design a sign
using crayons. She might
write her name and draw a
border of flowers, for example. Also, consider getting a
small dry-erase board from
the dollar store. Use it to play
hangman or to leave messages for each other.

Writing on a vertical surface
strengthens your child’s arm and
wrist muscles and improves the
coordination she needs for handwriting. Plus, it’s fun. Try these tips.
Windows. Have your youngster use
dry-erase markers to draw and color
shapes on a window, turning it into
“stained glass.” Be sure to take a photo of her work before she
cleans the window!

My magic
reading
wand
My daughter Brianna came home
excited about the special pointers her
teacher lets students use while they read.
I asked the teacher about this. She
explained that children enjoy touching
the pointers to each word as they say it
aloud—
and this
helps them
match written
words to spoken
ones. Then, as they
become more experienced readers, they slide
the pointer under the words (rather than
tapping each one) so they read smoothly.
I suggested to Brianna that we find
pointers to use at home. We filled a plastic jar with items like a bubble wand, a
chopstick, a paintbrush, and a pencil
with a heart-shaped eraser.
Brianna is always on the lookout for
more “magic reading wands.” When she
finds one, she can’t wait to try it out. I
love that such a simple thing is boosting
her reading skills.♥
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Outdoors. Encourage your
youngster to make a crayon
rubbing on a tree. She can hold paper against the bark and
rub it with the side of an unwrapped crayon to see the pattern. If you have a wooden fence, suggest that she decorate it
with sidewalk chalk. She can hose it off when she’s done.♥

Vocabulary-boosting conversations
Q I’ve heard that kids with bigger vocabularies
●
have an easier time learning to read and write.

How can I help my son learn more words?
A You’re right— a good vocabulary does help
with reading and writing. Kids absorb many words
just by hearing them regularly, so try weaving new
words into everyday conversations.
When you talk to your son, use bigger words to
you
expand on what he says. For instance, in response to “That siren is loud!”
balthe
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Then, encourage him to use the new word often to help it stick in his mind.
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you might say, “Remember that jackham
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Nursery rhyme phonics
Playing with letter
sounds prepares your
youngster to decode new
words. Read this nursery rhyme together,
and do the activities that follow.
Hey, diddle, diddle,
The cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon.
The little dog laughed to see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.

Rhyming words
Have your child tell
you which words rhyme
(diddle and fiddle, moon
and spoon). He could circle the letters they have
in common (iddle, oon).

Letter sounds
Ask him to listen for specific sounds.
Can he tell you which words have a C
sound (cat, cow) or a D sound (diddle,
fiddle, jumped, dog, laughed, dish)?
Where in the word does he hear the
sound — beginning, middle, or end?

Silly swaps
Let your youngster make up his own
verse by changing some of the words.
Example: “The horse jumped
over the star. . . . And the fish
ran away with the car.”
Note: Try these ideas
with other nursery
rhymes from library
books or websites.♥

October 2018

Read-aloud favorites
■ This Book Just Ate My Dog!
(Richard Byrne)
When Bella takes her
dog for a walk across
the pages of this book,
he “disappears” into the
crease. Everyone who comes to help
find him disappears, too—including
Bella. It's up to the reader to rescue
them all in this fun picture book.
■ Inspector Flytrap in the da Vinci
Cold! (Tom Angleberger)
Meet a Venus flytrap who solves mysteries. He travels by skateboard and
has a clue-eating goat sidekick. In this
first book in
the Inspector
Flytrap series,
the clever plant cracks a case about
smelly cookies, follows the trail of a
missing rose, and more.
■ Living Things and Nonliving
Things: A Compare and Contrast
Book (Kevin Kurtz)
The bright photos in this book
encourage readers to compare things
they see every day and ask questions.
Do all living things move? Do all nonliving things stay still? The answers
may surprise your youngster!
■ United States Capitol (Julie Murray)
Take a glimpse inside the U.S. Capitol in this nonfiction book. Readers
learn who works in the Capitol, what
jobs they do, and why the building
plays an important role in the American government. Part
of the U.S. Landmarks
series. (Also
available in
Spanish.)
© 2018 Resources for Educators, a division of CCH Incorporated

H. B. Rhame Elementary

A-B-C…play with me
What better way to learn the
letters of the alphabet than to play
with them? These hands-on
activities encourage your youngster to look closely at
each letter’s unique
features so she recognizes the letters
when she reads.

Crafty letters
Ask your child to
pick any letter, and
write a large version of
it on paper for her to trace over with
glue. She can cover it with craft supplies
(glitter, yarn, toothpicks). Talk about
each letter’s lines, curves, or loops.
(“What will you use for the slanted lines
of the A?” or “Good idea to use yarn for
the curve of the P.”)

Secret-letter bag
Can your youngster identify a letter
by touch? This activity helps her notice
small differences between letters. Secretly
choose two magnetic letters with similar
features, and put them in a brown paper

bag. Examples: E and F, M and N, or O
and Q. Have her reach in without looking, feel both letters, and name them.

Letter match
Use a set of uppercase letter tiles from
a game, or let your child make her own
“tiles” by printing each capital letter on a
separate scrap of paper. Place the letters in
a bowl. Now help your youngster write all
the lowercase letters randomly on a sheet
of paper. Take turns drawing a tile from
the bowl and placing it over the matching
letter on the paper (A on a, B on b).♥

“What did you read in school today?”
w Reading is a big part of your youngster’s day at school. Show interest by
asking about books he listened to or
read. Here’s how.
1. Have your child tell you the title of a
book his teacher read aloud or that he
read by himself.
2. Ask him what he learned from the book
or what it was about. Maybe the teacher
read a nonfiction book on pumpkins—can he describe how pumpkins grow? Or
perhaps he chose a graphic novel about dragons during silent reading time.
3. Suggest that he draw a picture of his favorite part of a story. Let him describe
the action in the book, using his drawing as a guide.♥
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Example: “I need some slowcooker recipes. I bet we’ll find
a cookbook that’ll help.”

Make the most
of library visits

While you’re there. Take
time to explore together and
become familiar with the layout. The more at home your
youngster feels, the more he’ll
enjoy the library. He can share
his discoveries with you, too.
He may be excited to find a
shelf of sports books or more
titles in a favorite series.

Regular trips to the library make
reading a habit that will benefit your
child throughout his school years —and
his life. Try these tips for putting library
visits into your family routine.
Before you go. “Advertise” the library as a
source of information. You might say, “I know
you love construction vehicles. We should check out a
book about them.” Show him how you use the library, too.

Be a word
collector
Galaxy, crimson, caterpillar…your
youngster can grow her vocabulary by
collecting words that look or sound
interesting to her.
When your child
finds a word she
likes, help her
write it on a craft
stick and add it to
a jar. Tip: If she
doesn’t know a
word’s meaning,
look it up in a dictionary together.
Now encourage your youngster to
play with her collection so the words
become familiar. For instance, she might
sort them into categories (colors, animals) or by number of syllables. Or take
turns pulling out a random word and
giving each other clues to guess it. For
crimson, you could say, “My word is a
color. It’s a shade of red.”
Note: It’s okay if your child chooses
words she can’t read. Youngsters can say
and understand big words like triceratops
or nectarine long before they’re able to
read them!♥
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Back at home. Suggest that your child showcase the books
he checked out by creating displays like those he saw at the
library. For instance, he could put plastic farm animals on a
table with books about farms. He might even hold story hour
for your family—just like at the library.♥

Autumn writing
Fall is full of fun reasons to write. Encourage your
youngster to write words or sentences with these seasonal activities.

Fall shapes
Together, draw and cut out leaves, apples, and other fall
shapes from construction paper. On each one, help your child
write the object’s name (“leaf”) or something he does with it (“I like
to jump in leaves”). Then, let him use the shapes to decorate his bedroom.

Five senses
Your youngster can use his senses to enjoy autumn activities. Suggest that he make
a five-senses chart with columns labeled “I saw,” “I heard,” “I smelled,” “I tasted,” and
“I touched.” He can write words or draw pictures to go with the labels (an orange leaf
beneath “I saw,” an apple pie under “I tasted”).♥

Support for speech therapy
●

Q My daughter receives
speech therapy at school. We do exercises
at home that the speech therapist recommends, but are there other ways we can
help her make progress?
A Reading with your child
●
is a fun way to practice
speech at home. Take turns
reading aloud from a
book. When it’s her
turn, she can point
out words that contain sounds she’s
working on and say
them out loud.

Help her find words with the target
sound at the beginning, middle, and end
so she practices saying it in all parts of
words. For instance, if she’s focusing on
ch, she might find chair, ketchup, and
beach. While she reads, ask her to show
you how the therapist teaches her to form
the sounds with her lips and tongue.
Finally, be sure to read with your
daughter just for fun, too. Not
every reading experience
needs to turn into speech
practice — it’s important
for her to read simply for
the joy of reading.♥

November 2018

Read-aloud favorites
■ The Princess in Black
(Shannon Hale and Dean Hale)
Princess Magnolia has a secret. When
monsters appear, she becomes a superhero. But hiding her identity is tough,
especially with Duchess Wigtower
snooping around. The first book in the
Princess in Black series. (Also available
in Spanish.)
■ There’s No Place Like Space! All
About Our Solar System (Tish Rabe)
Dr. Seuss’s Cat in the Hat stars in this
fact-filled book about
space. Readers can
jump aboard his
rocket ship and
travel from planet
to planet to explore our solar system.
■ Drawn Together (Minh Lê)
A little boy and his grandfather speak
different languages, eat different
foods, and prefer different TV shows.
But when they
discover that
they both like
to draw, they
find a way to
connect and
communicate.
This sweet tale is told almost entirely
through pictures.
■ Bat Count: A Citizen Science
Story (Anna Forrester)
Facts about bats, conservation, and
citizen science are woven into this
story. When Jojo’s family notices the
bats around their home are disappearing, she and her family volunteer
to help scientists count the
animals. (Also available in Spanish.)

© 2018 Resources for Educators, a division of CCH Incorporated

H. B. Rhame Elementary

Tap into what your child knows
Everything your youngster does, sees, or reads gets
filed away in his memory as
background knowledge. Here
are ways to help him use
and build on this information to understand what
he reads.

Jog his memory
Before you read,
ask your child what he
knows about the book’s
topic. This gets his brain
ready to take in new information. For a nonfiction
book on bees, he may say the
insects buzz and sometimes sting. Idea:
Suggest that he draw bees on a sheet of
paper and write and illustrate a fact on
each bee. After you read, he can add
more bees with things he learned.

Pair outings with books
A trip to a craft store or the dentist
can fill your youngster’s tank of knowledge. Read library books related to
upcoming outings, and discuss what
you might see (pottery, hygienist). When
you get home, reread the book. It may
be more meaningful now that he has

real-life experience. (“That’s right, the
hygienist cleans your teeth before the
dentist checks them.”)

I know that!
Help your child draw a stop sign on
paper, cut it out, and glue it on a craft
stick. Keep the sign nearby when you
read. Each time he hears something
familiar, he can hold up the stop sign.
Stop reading to let him share what he
knows. (“We have a pet hermit crab at
school. When he outgrows his shell,
he crawls into a new one.”)♥

According to this expert…
w Let your child teach you something. By writing
instructions for you, she will share her expertise
and practice informational writing.
First, she could choose something
she’s good at, such as making s’mores or
drawing animals. Have her list each step
in the process. Her first step might be “For
each s’more, get 2 graham crackers, 1 square
of chocolate, and 1 marshmallow.”
Now follow your youngster’s instructions exactly. Can you complete the task?
If not, ask her what’s missing. (“Oops, you need to toast the marshmallow before
you put it between the graham crackers.”)♥
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poetry about the food. For
instance, “Mashed potatoes
are so creamy. With Mom’s
gravy, they’re just dreamy.”
Now she can combine everyone’s lines into one poem and
make a copy to put beside
each guest’s plate.

Thanksgiving
poetry
Everyone’s a poet with these family
writing activities that will make
Thanksgiving even more special!
Rhyming menu. What’s for Thanksgiving dinner? Help your child write
the name of each food (turkey, green
beans, sweet potatoes) on a separate
slip of paper. After she puts the slips in a bowl, have each
family member draw one and write two rhyming lines of

Too easy?
●

Q My son’s teacher sometimes sends home books that seem too easy
for him. Why is this?

●

A The books your child brings home
are probably at his independent reading
level—easy enough for him to read all
by himself without getting frustrated.
It’s likely that he reads more challenging books in
school. Those
books, at his
instructional
reading level,
are ones he
can read and
understand
with a little help
from his teacher.
Also, keep in mind that reading
involves more than just recognizing
words. Your son needs books that build
comprehension skills, too. For example,
say he’s learning to infer, or read between
the lines. The teacher might assign a book
that appears easy but actually requires
deeper thinking to really get the meaning.
If you still have concerns, talk to the
teacher. She’ll be able to explain your
son’s reading level and how she decides
which books to send home.♥
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List of thanks. Let your youngster hand out index cards and
ask guests to write what they’re
thankful for. Then, your child
can collect the cards and write a list poem—by listing the
ideas and adding descriptive words. Invite her to read it to
everyone before you eat. Example:
We’re thankful for
Loving family
Yummy food
Good health
Cute pets
That’s what we’re thankful for!♥

Books for life’s lessons
My daughter Sophia was jealous of
her new baby brother from the day we came home
from the hospital. When I talked to our pediatrician,
he recommended several books to read to her,
including The New Baby by Mercer Mayer and
I Am a Big Sister by Caroline Jayne Church.
Sophia loved the books. After we read
them a few times, I caught her reading one
aloud to the baby. I realized that not only
was she getting in some reading practice,
she was also bonding with her little brother.
Sophia is sometimes still jealous of all the attention
her brother needs. But she’s enjoying reading about characters she can relate to. And I’m happy I’ve discovered that
reading is one way to help my daughter handle challenges she faces.♥

Name games
When does n-a-m-e
spell fun? When your
youngster uses names
to practice spelling. Together, list the
names of everyone in your home (pets,
too!), and play these games.

Park and spell
Let your child choose any
name from the list and
write each letter on a
separate square of masking tape. Now he can
stick each square on the
roof of a separate toy car

and drive the cars around to scramble
the letters. Then, ask him to “park” the
cars in order to spell the name. Hint: He
could refer to the list if he needs help.

Draw and guess
Take turns secretly picking a name and
drawing a picture of something
that starts with each letter.
For Paul, you could draw
a pickle, an apple, an
umbrella, and a lion.
Can your youngster
figure out the name
you chose?♥

December 2018

Read-aloud favorites
■ Mary Had a Little Glam
(Tammi Sauer)
A famous nursery
rhyme gets a makeover in this story. Mary can’t help offering fashion advice to her classmates
(who include familiar characters) at
Mother Goose Elementary School.
Soon she has added a bit of glamour
to everyone, including the class pet.
■ Rabbit & Robot: The Sleepover
(Cece Bell)
Rabbit has planned every detail of his
sleepover with Robot, right down to
which veggies they’ll have on their
pizza. But when things don’t go
smoothly (Robot prefers hardware
on his pizza), the friends must rely
on Robot’s stellar logical thinking
skills. The first book in the Rabbit
& Robot series.
■ The Story of Snow: The Science
of Winter’s Wonder (Mark Cassino
and Jon Nelson)
Does your child know that a snowflake
is a crystal? In this nonfiction book, she’ll discover
how a snowflake forms
and then changes as it
passes down through the
clouds. Plus, she’ll find instructions for
catching snowflakes to observe.
■ More Spaghetti, I Say!
(Rita Golden Gelman)
Minnie will eat spaghetti with just
about anything—ice cream, marshmallows, and even pickles. Her friend
Freddy tries to distract her from her
pasta obsession so she’ll
play with him, but he
makes a big mess in the
process. (Also available in Spanish.)
© 2018 Resources for Educators, a division of CCH Incorporated

H. B. Rhame Elementary

Support for beginning writers
Your little author
probably has plenty to
say, but she may need
help getting started or
putting all of her ideas
on paper. Lend a hand
with these strategies.

Create a word bank
Before your youngster
writes a story, help her
list words she might
use. If she’s writing about
the winter carnival at school, the
list may contain hot chocolate, photo
booth, and gingerbread. She can refer to
her list as she writes so she remembers
everything she wants to mention.

Hold a writing “conference”
Offer to read a story your child is working on, and point out places where you
want to know more. You could ask, “What
did the little girl feed her horses for breakfast?” or “What color are the horses?”
Encourage her to add the answers, then
read it again. She’ll see that details make a
story more interesting.

Read a picture book
A favorite book can provide a “blueprint” for your youngster’s story. Suggest
that she use a character, the setting, or
the format for inspiration. For example,
reading If You Give a Mouse a Cookie
(Laura Numeroff) could lead her to write
“If I Give My Dog a Tennis Ball.” Maybe
the tennis ball will make her dog want to
play with a baseball, then a soccer ball,
and then a basketball!♥

Keep the conversation rolling
w Build your child’s speaking and listening skills with the roll of a die! Pick a
topic (perhaps the day he was born),
then take turns rolling a die and following these directions.
Roll a 1: Add a statement. (“We couldn’t
wait to meet you.”)
Roll a 2: Ask any family member a question. (“How big was I?”)
Roll a 3: Add a statement and a question. (“Wow, I was tiny. Who came to visit?”)
Roll a 4: Share your opinion. (“You were adorable.”)
Roll a 5: Move on to a related subject. (“Mom, what were you like as a baby?”)
Roll a 6: Wild card — do any of the above.
Idea: Carry a die with you in the car for fun on-the-go conversations.♥
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“I predict that…”

Secret predictions. Keep
paper and pencil handy
for each of you while you
read. At any time, either
of you can say, “I have a
prediction!” Then, stop
reading, and secretly
write or draw what you
believe will happen next.
As the story continues,
place a check mark next to
each prediction that comes
true. At the end of the story,
explain why you made each
prediction, and tell which
ones were correct.♥

“What do you think will happen next?”
Asking your child to predict the path a story
might take can boost his comprehension.
When you read aloud, try these ideas.
Picture mysteries. Cover up the words every few
pages, and have your youngster predict what’s
going to happen based on the illustrations.
Encourage him to point out clues. Maybe a picture of ducks waddling toward a family picnic
makes him think the ducks will try to eat the food.
Now read on so he can see if his prediction is right.

Bowling for
sight words
This version of bowling lets your
youngster practice reading sight words —
common words that early readers learn
to recognize at first glance.
Materials: sight word list (from the
teacher or sightwords.com/sight-words
/dolch/), marker, 10 index cards, masking
tape, 10 half-filled water bottles, ball

Help your child write one word on
each index card and the same words on
separate strips of tape. She should stack
the cards facedown and label each bottle
with a piece of tape.
Next, line up the bottles in a row (with
a few inches between each one), and have
players stand 6 feet away. Take turns drawing a card, reading the word, and rolling
the ball toward the matching bottle. If you
knock it down, keep the card and remove
the bottle. Now it’s the next player’s turn.
Collect the most cards to win.♥
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Surprise, there’s a book!
During a recent visit to my son Carson’s
classroom, I noticed baskets of books
everywhere. There were books about
money and shapes in the math center, alphabet books
beside a basket of magnetic letters, and biographies
of artists near an easel.
When we got home, I looked around and
thought, “Where can we add books?” It turns out
there were lots of places! Carson wanted to put
library books about construction into his block bin.
When I found a book about fossils at a flea market, I added it to his box of dinosaurs.
And Carson decided that his toy kitchen was the perfect place for a kids’ cookbook.
Now I regularly leave “surprise” books for my son to find — and sometimes he
does the same for me. I’ve noticed him building a construction site with blocks and
matching toy dinosaurs with the photos in the fossil book. I love that he’s making
connections as he plays.♥

Lists are practical—and fun
A list is a great example of real-life
writing. Show your child how useful
writing is with these suggestions:
● Let your youngster help you make a
grocery list. She can refer to the advertising circular to spell what you need
(milk, rice).
● Before you travel, have her list
items to pack. For a winter break
trip to her grandparents’ house, she might
write toothbrush and
teddy bear.
● Suggest that your
child make a to-do

list for her day: “Go to school. Feed the
dog. Read a book.”
● Work together to create a guest list for
a holiday meal or a list of gifts she could
make for relatives.
● Weave list writing into
playtime. Have your youngster design a sign listing the
flavors in her pretend ice
cream shop or the services
offered at her imaginary
pet-sitting business.
Idea: Encourage your
child to illustrate her
lists.♥

January 2019

Read-aloud favorites
■ Creepy Pair of Underwear!
(Aaron Reynolds)
Jasper chooses a pair of neon green
underwear when he goes shopping
with his mom. That night, after lightsout, he decides that glow-in-the-dark
underwear is scary instead of cool. But
when he gets rid of it, he misses his
“night-light.” What will Jasper do
next? (Also available in Spanish.)
■ Hello Ruby: Journey Inside the
Computer (Linda Liukas)
This book from the
Hello Ruby series
uses a fictional
story to explain
how computers
work. Follow along with
Ruby as she shrinks down and crawls
inside her father’s broken computer.
Includes fun activities that let readers
put their new knowledge to work.
■ Mama’s Saris (Pooja Makhijani)
On her seventh birthday, an Indian
American girl decides
she’s old enough to wear
a sari. She feels proud
and special when her
mother lets her wear the
traditional garment to
her party. This sweet story celebrates
family traditions.
■ Hoop Genius: How a Desperate
Teacher and a Rowdy Gym Class
Invented Basketball (John Coy)
In 1891, James Naismith was teaching a gym class full of unruly boys.
This nonfiction book tells how Naismith got control of the class
by inventing a game with two
peach baskets and a soccer ball. Today, we call
that sport basketball!
© 2018 Resources for Educators, a division of CCH Incorporated
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Cozy read-alouds
What’s one of the best
ways to make your child
a better reader? Read to
him! Studies show that
reading aloud builds
youngsters’ vocabularies
and their reading and
writing skills. Snuggle
up with your child and
a good book, and try
these ideas.

Get comfortable
Let your youngster
choose a quiet spot, away from
distractions like TV or cell phones.
Maybe he wants to cuddle under a blanket on the sofa while you read, or perhaps he’d like to pile pillows and stuffed
animals on his bed for story time. Tip:
Hold the book so he can see the words
and pictures while you read.

Slow down
Find a time to read when you won’t be
rushed. Reading at a leisurely pace allows
your youngster to absorb the story. Tell
him that he’s welcome to stop you if he
doesn’t know what a word means or if he
wants more time to look at an illustration.

Asking questions and examining the
pictures help him understand and enjoy
the book.

Be playful
Use different voices for the characters,
or read scary or exciting parts dramatically. For example, use a high, chirpy
voice for a parrot or a low, booming
voice for a giant. You might even assign
him the part of a character. Stop and let
him read the dialogue so he practices
reading fluently.♥

Build “writing muscles” in the kitchen
w Lots of kitchen tasks work the same muscles your
child uses for writing. Offer her these jobs.
● Boost strength. Let your youngster mash potatoes
or stir pancake batter. Or she could decorate cupcakes or cookies. Put frosting in a zipper bag, snip
off a corner, and encourage her to squeeze it onto
the goodies like a pastry chef!
● Improve

coordination. Show your child how to roll a
ground beef or turkey mixture between her palms to make
meatballs. Let her use her fingers to tear lettuce for a salad. Have
her hold her wrist steady as she uses a spatula to transfer cookies to a cooling rack.♥
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I can read!
New readers are proud of their skills
as they go from “reading” pictures to
reading words— and then entire stories. Use these tips to support your
youngster at each stage.
Pictures. Suggest that your child use
the illustrations to tell herself the story.
You could point out words she says
that appear on the page. For instance,

Why my favorite
animal is awesome
With this activity, your child will construct a block tower as he “constructs”
an opinion piece. Encourage him to pick
a favorite animal and
follow these steps.
1. Help your youngster use masking
tape and a
marker to
label five
blocks:
“Start,” “1,”
“2,” “3,” and “Finish.”
2. Let him place the “Start” block in front
of himself and then, on a sheet of paper,
write (or dictate to you) an opening sentence. (“My favorite animal is an otter.”)
3. Have your child stack the numbered
blocks on top of “Start.” As he adds each
one, he could write a reason for his opinion. Examples: “Otters are cute.” “They
like to play.” “They are good swimmers.”
4. Now it’s time for him to put the “Finish” block on top and write his conclusion. (“Now you see why I love otters.”)
5. Finally, invite him to read his opinion
piece to you.♥
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if she says, “The kids are riding
the school bus,” show her the
words school and bus. She’ll
begin to connect written
words with spoken ones.
Words. If your youngster
reads a word incorrectly, help
her figure it out. You might
say, “Does ‘Everyone got a
parking hat’ make sense?”
Then, have her reread the
sentence—she’ll probably
realize that the word is party.
If not, she could try sounding
out the word.
Stories. This is a good stage for getting your child hooked
on a series of books. Ask a librarian to recommend one that
matches your youngster’s interests. Your child will build confidence as she reads about familiar characters and settings in
each new installment.♥

Becoming a good speller
Q My son misspells a lot of words. For
●
example, he’ll write frnd for friend.
Should I be concerned?

A Your son is using the sounds he hears
●
to figure out how words are spelled —

an important strategy at this age.
The fact that he knows friend starts with the consonant combination fr shows
ei,
that he’s probably on the right track. As he learns vowel patterns like ie and
too.
,
spelling
his
into
you’ll notice that he incorporates those
Encourage your son to spell common words (the, and, have) correctly. If his teacher
way,
sends home weekly spelling lists, he should learn to spell those words the right
.
instance
for
k,
sidewal
a
on
words
the
too. You might have him practice by writing
spelling
with
sounds
letter
about
Over time, he’ll combine what he knows
rules, and the better his spelling will become.♥

Our family reading board
Recently, my
daughter Ella proudly
pointed out a photo
of herself on a bulletin
board in the school hallway. She was holding
her favorite Curious
George book, and the
board was titled “What
we’re reading.”
We decided to make
a board like that at
home. Now when Ella
reads a new book, I take
a picture of her with it.

She hangs the photo on the board, and
I make sure to ask her what the book is
about or what made her decide to read it.
She also asks what I’m
reading and offers
to take my picture.
We even have relatives send us
“reading selfies.”
Ella enjoys seeing that everyone
reads. And the
board is getting
us to talk about
books regularly!♥

